
A Global Experience is DIFFA’s summer celebration that highlights design, food, and fun for a worthy cause.  Picnic 
by Design brings together designers, manufacturers, and artists to create unique baskets of goodies to be 
enjoyed, celebrated, and bid on by DIFFA supporters. Funds raised support DIFFA’s efforts to award grants to 
worthy nonprofit organizations across the country combating HIV/AIDS. Dauphin contributed with DIFFA Sponsor-
ship + 2 additional tickets for a value of $1,250.00.

GREATER CHICAGO FOOD DEPOSITORY

MAKING A WISH FOUNDATION
Make-A-Wish America grants the wishes of children in the United States and all of its territories and posses-
sions, while Make-A-Wish International serves children outside the United States and its territories and posses-
sions. Dauphin donated (4) Baby BoBo chairs valuing a total of $3,764.00.

The Common Thread for the Cure Foundation focuses on patient well-being and supports individuals in the 
design industries who are fighting breast cancer by offering helpful financial assistance. Dauphin made a
donation of $3,250.00 towards this foundation. Gary Chin participated at this event.

The prevailing culture within a company has a direct correlation with its success. At 
Dauphin we take great pride in being part of the community by using our resources to 
provide for communities and projects related to our own values.

Our commitment to benefiting the communities we live in is an important task we have 
taken upon in order to create a positive impact both within and outside our company.

PICNIC BY DESIGN 

DONATING TO THE CURE

OUR PLEDGE TO THE COMMUNITY 2020:

In 2020, Canstruction Chicago hosted a virtual competition and raised over $140,000 for the Food Depository’s 
network community partners throughout Cook County. While Canstruction Chicago is historically the Food Deposi-
tory’s largest one-day food drive, the funds raised through this virtual competition allowed the Food Depository to 
provide food and address root causes of hunger. Dauphin contributed $1,000.00 towards the event.

Like every year, Dauphin has donated $250.00 to the local Town of Boonton PBA #212 to demonstrate our 
support for our town’s police department. 

SUPPORTING OUR TOWN
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